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RESUMEN
La inteligencia de negocio propone un abordaje interdisciplinario (dentro del que se encuentra la Informática), que
tomando todos los recursos de información disponibles y el uso de herramientas analíticas y de síntesis con capacidad de
transformar la información en conocimiento, se centra en generar a partir de estos, conocimiento que contribuya con la
toma de decisiones de gestión y generación de planes estratégicos en las organizaciones. La Explotación de Información
es la sub-disciplina Informática que aporta a la Inteligencia de Negocio las herramientas para la transformación de
información en conocimiento. Se ha definido como la búsqueda de patrones interesantes y de regularidades importantes
en grandes masas de información. Cuando los procesos de explotación de información son definidos, se decide que
algoritmos de minería de datos van a dar soporte a los procesos de explotación de información. En este contexto, este
trabajo propone una caracterización de procesos de explotación de información relacionados a los siguientes problemas
de inteligencia de negocio: descubrimiento de reglas de comportamiento, descubrimiento de grupos, descubrimiento de
atributos significativos, descubrimiento de reglas de pertenencia a grupos y ponderación de reglas de comportamiento o
de reglas de pertenencia a grupos.
Palabras Claves: Inteligencia de Negocio, Procesos de Explotación de Información, Métodos basados en Sistemas
Inteligentes, Descubrimiento de Grupos, Descubrimiento de Atributos Significativos, Descubrimiento de Reglas de
Comportamiento, Ponderación de Atributos, Ponderación de Reglas.
ABSTRACT
Business Intelligence offers an interdisciplinary approach (within which is Information Systems), that takes all
available information resources and using of analytical and synthesis tools with the ability to transform information
into knowledge, focusing on generating knowledge that contributes to the management decision-making and generation
of strategic plans in organizations. Information Mining is the sub-discipline of information systems which supports
business intelligence tools to transform information into knowledge. It has defined as the search for interesting patterns
and important regularities in large bodies of information. The need to identify information mining processes is
addressed to obtain knowledge from available information. When information mining processes are defined, is may be
decided which data mining algorithms will support the information mining processes. In this context, this paper
proposes a characterization of the information mining process related to the following business intelligence problems:
discovery of rules of behavior, discovery of groups, discovery of significant attributes, discovering rules of group
membership and weight of rules of behavior or rules of group memberships.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, Information Mining Processes, Intelligent systems-based methods, Discovery of
Groups, Discovery of Significant Attributes, Discovery of Behaviour Rules, Weighting of Behaviour or Groupmembership Rules.
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INTRODUCTION
Business Intelligence offers an interdisciplinary
approach (within which are included the Information
Systems), that takes all the available information
resources and uses analytical and synthesis tools with
the ability to transform information into knowledge,
focusing on generating knowledge that supports the
management decision-making and generation of
strategic plans at organizations [1].
Information Mining is the sub-discipline of information
systems which provides to the Business Intelligence [2]
the tools to transform information into knowledge [3]. It
has been defined as the discovery of interesting patterns
and important regularities in large information bases [4].
When speaking of information mining based on
intelligent systems [5], this refers especially in the
application of intelligent systems-based methods to
discover and enumerate the existing patterns in the
information. Intelligent systems-based methods [6]
allow retrieving results about the analysis of
information bases that the conventional methods fail to
achieve [7], such as: TDIDT algorithms (Top Down
Induction Decision Trees), self-organizing maps (SOM)
and Bayesian networks. TDIDT algorithms allow the
development of symbolic descriptions of the data to
distinguish between different classes [8]. Selforganizing maps can be applied in the construction of
information clusters. They have the advantage of being
tolerant to noise and the ability to extend the
generalization when needing the manipulation of new
data [9]. Bayesian networks can be applied to identify
discriminative attributes in large information bases and
detect behaviour patterns in the analysis of temporal
series [10].
It has been noted the necessity of having processes [11]
that allow obtaining knowledge [12] from the large
information-bases available [13], its characterization
[14] and involved technologies [15].

PROPOSED TECHNIQUES FOR INFORMATION
MINING PROCESSES
In this section, the following information-mining
processes are proposed: discovery of behaviour rules,
discovery of groups, discovery of significant attributes,
discovery of group-membership rules and weighting of
behaviour or group-membership rules .
Process of Discovery of Behaviour Rules
The process for discovery of behavioural rules applies
when it is necessary to identify which are the conditions
to get a specific outcome in the problem domain. The
following problems are examples among others that
require this process: identification of the characteristics
for the most visited commercial office by customers,
identification of the factors that increase the sales of a
specific product, definition of the characteristics or traits
of customers with high degree of brand loyalty,
definition of demographic and psychographic attributes
that distinguish the visitors to a website.
For the discovery of behavioural rules from classes
attributes in a problem domain that represents the
available information base, it is proposed the usage of
TDIDT induction algorithms [16] to discover the rules
of behaviour for each class attribute. This process and
its products can be seen graphically in Figure 1.
First, all sources of information (databases, files, others)
are identified, and then they are integrated together as a
single source of information which is called integrated
database. Based on the integrated database, the class
attribute is selected (i.e. attribute A in the Figure 1). As
a result of applying TDIDT to the class attribute, a set of
rules which define the behaviour of that class is
achieved.

Process of Discovery of Groups
In this context, this paper proposes a characterization of
the information mining process related to the following
business intelligence problems: discovery of behaviour
rules, discovery of groups, discovery of significant
attributes, discovery of group-membership rules and
weighting of behaviour or group-membership rules, and
the identification of information-systems technologies
that can be used for the characterized processes.

The process of discovery of groups applies when it is
necessary to identify a partition on the available
information base of the problem domain. The following
problems are examples among others that require this
process: identification of the customers segments for
banks and financial institutions, identification of type of
calls of customer in telecommunications companies,
identification of social groups with the same
characteristics, identification of students groups with
homogeneous characteristics.
For the discovery of groups [17] [18] in information
bases of the problem domain for which there is no

available "a priori” criteria for grouping, it is proposed
the usage of Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps (or
SOM) [19] [20] [21]. The use of this technology intends
to find if there is any group that allows the generation of

a representative partition for the problem domain which
can be defined from available information bases. This
process and its products can be seen graphically in
Figure 2.

Figure 1. Schema and products resulting of applying Process of Discovery of Behaviour Rules using TDIDT
First, all sources of information (databases, files, others)
are identified, and then they are integrated together as a
single source of information which is called integrated
database. Based on the integrated database, the selforganizing map (SOM) is applied. As a result of the

application of Process Discovery of Groups using SOM,
a partition of the set of records in different groups, that
is called identified groups, is achieved. For each
identified group, the corresponding data file is
generated.

Figure 2. Schema and products resulting of applying Process Discovery of Groups using SOM

Process of Discovery of Significant Attributes
The process of discovery of significant attributes applies
when it is necessary to identify which are the factors
with the highest incidence (or occurrence frequency) for
a certain outcome of the problem. The following
problems are examples among others that require this
process: factors with incidence on the sales, distinctive
features of customers with high degree of brand loyalty,
key-attributes that characterize a product as marketable,
key-features of visitors to a website.

Bayesian Networks [22] allows seeing how the variation
of the values of attributes impacts on the variation of the
value of class attribute. The use of this process seeks to
identify whether there is any interdependence among
the attributes that modelize the problem domain which
is represented by the available information base. This
process and its products can be seen graphically in
Figure 3.
First, all sources of information (databases, files, others)
are identified, and then they are integrated together as a
single source of information which is called integrated

database. Based on the integrated database, the class
attribute is selected (i.e. attribute A in the Figure 3). As
a result of the application of the Bayesian Networks
structural learning to the file with the identified class
attribute, the learning tree is achieved. The Bayesian

Networks predictive learning is applied to this tree
obtaining the tree of weighting interdependence which
has the class attribute as a root and to the other
attributes with frequency (incidence) related the class
attribute as leaf nodes.

Figure 3. Schema and resulting products for applying Process Discovery of Significant Attributes using Bayesian
Networks

Process of Discovery of Group-membership Rules
The process of discovery of group membership rules
applies when it is necessary to identify which are the
conditions of membership to each of the classes of an
unknown partition “a priori”, but existing in the
available information bases of the problem domain.
The following problems are examples among others that
require this process: types of customer’s profiles and the
characterization of each type, distribution and structure
of data of a web site, segmentation by age of students
and the behaviour of each segment, classes of telephone
calls in a region and the characterization of each class.
For running the process of discovery of groupmembership rules it is proposed to use of selforganizing maps (SOM) for finding groups and; once
the groups are identified, the usage of induction
algorithms (TDIDT) for defining each group behaviour
rules [23] [24] [21]. This process and its products can be
seen graphically in Figure 4.

The procedure is a combination of the Discovery of
Groups and the Discovery of Behaviour Rules processes
defined above. When all sources of information
(databases, files, others) are identified and integrated
together, the self-organizing maps (SOM) are applied to
obtain a partition of the set of records in different
groups (called identified groups) which are stored in the
“ordered group” files. The "group" attribute of each
ordered group is identified as the class attribute of that
group, establishing it in a file with the identified class
attribute (GR). Then TDIDT is applied to the class
attribute of each "GR group" and the set of rules that
define the behaviour of each group is achieved.

Process of Weighting of Behaviour or Groupmembership Rules
The process of discovery of weighting of behaviour or
group-membership rules applies when it is necessary to
identify which are the conditions with the highest
incidence (or occurrence frequency) for a certain

outcome of the problem, which can be related to the
behaviour rules or group-membership.
The following problems are examples among others that
require this process: identification of the main factor

that generates the improvement of sales for a particular
product, distinctive features of customers with high
degree of brand loyalty, identification of call types more
frequently in a region.

Figure 4. Schema and resulting products of running Process of Discovery of Group-membership Rules using SOM and
TDIDT

The procedure is a combination of the Discovery of
Groups or the Discovery of Behaviour Rules processes,
depending on the available information, and the
Discovery of Significant Attributes process.
As soon as the sources of information (databases, files,
others) are integrated together as a single source of
information, it is necessary to check if there are
identified classes/groups.
If there are identified classes/groups, first the TDIDT
algorithm is applied for the discovery of behaviour rules
for each class attribute. Then Bayesian Networks are
used to discover the attributes of the rules’
preconditions with the highest incidence on the class
attribute. As a result of the application of the structural
learning, the learning tree is achieved. The predictive
learning is applied to this tree obtaining the tree of
weighting interdependence. The root is the group

attribute and the other attributes as leaf nodes labelled
with the frequency (incidence) on the group attribute.
If there are no identified classes/groups, instead of
applying the TDIDIT algorithm, the self-organizing
maps (SOM) is used to define the class/group attribute.
As a result of the application of SOM, a partition of the
set of records in different groups is achieved (called
identified groups). For each identified group, the group
attribute is identified as the class attribute of that group,
establishing it in a file with the identified class attribute
(GR). Then Bayesian Networks is used to achieve the
learning tree. The predictive learning is applied to this
tree obtaining the tree of weighting interdependence.
The root is the group attribute and the other attributes as
leaf nodes labelled with the frequency (incidence) on
the group attribute.

Figure 5. Schema and resulting products of running process of weighting of behaviour or Group-membership rules using
SOM, TDIDT and Bayesian Networks

This process with both possible situations and products
can be seen graphically in Figure 5.

VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED
INFORMATION MINING PROCESSES
The proposed information mining processes have been
validated in three domains: political alliances, medical
diagnosis and user behaviour. A full detailed report of
these validations can be seen in [26].
In the political alliances domain, it has been sought to
discover the behaviour of democrats and republicans
representatives of the U.S. Congress based on the
political agenda of a regular session, identifying the
intraparty and interparty agreements and disagreements
between interparty groups and minority intraparty
groups.
The first one was obtained using the process of
discovery of behaviour rules for the representatives of
each party, and the second one by using the process of
discovery of the groups for the representatives who
voted homogeneously (regardless of their party
affiliation) and the rules that define that homogeneity
(rules of membership to each group). Additionally it has
been tried to identify which have been the law or laws
with greater agreement among the identified
agreements, using the process of weighting of behaviour
rules or group-membership rules.
In the medical diagnosis domain, the knowledge that
allows to diagnose the type of lymphoma has been
synthesized using as input the characteristics observed
in the associated lymphography, identify the significant
characteristic related to each type of diagnosis and
whether there are common characteristics to different
types of pathologies. The first one was obtained using
the process of discovery of behaviour rules for each
type of diagnosis, the second one by using the process
of weighting of behaviour rules and the third one by
using the discovery of lymphoma groups with
homogeneous characteristics (regardless of its type) and
the rules that defines the homogeneity (rules of
membership to each group).
In the user behaviour domain, it has been sought to
specify a description of the reasons for subscribing or
unsubscribing to an Internet service “dial-up” provided
by a telephone company and identify the reasons with
the highest incidence in each behaviour domain. The
first one was sought using the process of discovery of
behaviour rules for subscribing or unsubscribing to the
service, and the second one by using the process of
weighting of behaviour rules.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper it has been proposed and described five
information mining processes: discovery of behaviour
rules, discovery of groups, discovery of significant
attributes, discovery of group-membership rules and
weighting of significant attribute related to behaviour or
membership rules.
Each process has been associated with the following
techniques: the usage of TDIDT algorithm applied to
the discovery of behaviour rules or group-membership
rules, the usage of SOM applied to the discovery of
groups, the usage of Bayesian Networks applied to the
weighting of interdependence between attributes, the
usage of SOM and TDIDT algorithms applied to the
discovery of group-membership rules and the usage of
Bayesian Networks applied to the weighting of
significant attribute in behaviour or group-membership
rules.
During the documental research work it has been noted
the indiscriminate use of terms "data mining" and
"information mining" to refer to the same body of
knowledge. However, raising this equivalence is similar
to say that computer-systems are equivalent to
information-systems. The first ones are related to the
technology that supports the second ones and this is
what makes them different. In this context, there is an
open problem: the need to organize the body of
knowledge related to engineering of information
mining, establishing that data mining is related to
algorithms; and information mining is related to
processes and methodologies.
In early stages of our research work, we have observed
the indiscriminate use of terms "data mining" and
"information mining" to refer to the same body of
knowledge. We think that is a kind confusion similar to
terms “computer-systems” and “information-systems”.
Data Mining is related to the technology (algorithms)
and Information Mining is related to the processes and
methodologies. Data Mining is close to programming
and Information Mining is close to software
engineering. In this context is an open issue the need of
organizing the body of knowledge related to
Information Mining Engineering, establishing that data
mining is related to algorithms; and information mining
is related to processes and methodologies.
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